
XGA  
 
VPL-PX21 SUPERBRIGHT    (00-0525) $8,500.00  
Portable and Install LCD Projector     
 
ON-TIME SUPPORT  (V-2028) 

High Brightness: 1800 ANSI lumens via a 200W UHP Lamp, Silent Fan Noise: 
34dB achieved with a new fan, newly engineered cooling structure, and new 
sapphire glass panel which reduces heat build-up. High Picture Performance: 
The VPL-PX21 uses Sony’s best video processing technology such as the 3D 
gamma correction previously used exclusively on Sony’s high end installation 
projectors. HDTV Ready (480/60p, 575/50p, 1080/50i, 1080&1250/50i, 
720/60p, 720/50p): Flexible Input Capability: Composite, S Video, component, 
YCbCr, YPbPr, and RGB. RGB Enhancer for Crisp RGB Images: A sharpness 
control for RGB images! Digital Keystone Correction. Projector APA Function: 
Auto Pixel Alignment automatically adjusts the projectors dot phase. via a 
single button. USB Hub Function for networking connectivity: Provides the projector with the capability of 
launching a presentation via a single remote control button and Sony’s Projector Station software. Also 
allows the user to control the computer mouse functions via the projector’s remote. New Help Function for 
Simple User Operation: Need help with setup or picture control? Press the help button for simple instructions 
that will help the user obtain excellent projector performance. Digital Zoom for effective presentations: Via 
an optional remote control, a user is able to zoom in to a smaller part of a picture, spreadsheet, or other 
displayed image. Projector Station Software allows computers with USB ports to control the projector's 
settings and inputs, as well as open files on your PC via the projector's remote control. Laser Pointer: Built in 
to the projector remote control, the user can use this handy tool to draw attention to a specific part of the 
screen. Bi-level Lamp Power Selector: Lamp Mode can be set to High or Low depending on ambient light 
conditions. The lamp’s low setting will extend lamp life by approximately two times. Low level light output 
is approximately 1350 ANSI lumens. Auto Input Search: When Auto Input SEL is “ON”, the VPL-PX21 
searches the input channels and skips “NO INPUT” channels. Auto input is triggered when the input key is 
pressed or the projector is powered on. Discrete Input Selection: The video and S-video inputs can be 
discretely selected or accessed via the more traditional toggle command. Variable Audio Output. 
 
Supplied accessories: 
RM-PJ610 Remote Commander Unit, VPLLZM41 Standard Throw Zoom Lens, Monitor cable 
SMF-410, Mouse cable (2m): SIC-S21 (for serial), SIC-S22 (for PS/2), Audio Visual cable (1.5m), 
USB Cable Atype – B type (2m), USB Application Software “Projector Station”  vers. 2.0, AA 
battery (x 2), Lens Cap, Strap for Remote Commander unit, Air Filter, AC power cord, Operating 
Manual. 
 
Optional Accessories: 
LMP-P201 User replaceable lamp, VPLL-ZM31 Short focus zoom lens, VPLL-FM21 Fixed short focus lens, 
VPLL-ZM101 long focus zoom lens, PSS-610//A Projector ceiling suspension support, PSS-20 Ceiling 
suspension support extension pole 
RM-PJ10 Infrared remote control receiver extended, PC-3000 Signal interface switcher,  SIC-20A / 20B / 
20C / 21 / 22, SMF-400 D-sub HD 15pin - 5 BNC cable, SMF-401 D-sub HD 15pin - D-sub HD 15pin, 
MACVIEWLX Macintosh computer to VGA  adapter, RCC-5G / 10G / 30G 9 pin remote cables for RS-
422A, VLC-P5 soft rolling case, VLC-P20 ATA approved case. VLC-D1 dust cover. 
 
Dimensions: 13 3/8 (w) x  5 5/8 (h) x 13 1/4 (d) inches (339 x 142 x 335 mm)  
 
Weight:  15 lbs.  14 oz. 
 

 


